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DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS. 

124. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Reading, Pa. 

Find (1) three square numbers whose sum is a cube; (2) three cube num- 
bers whose sum is a square. 

I. Remark by J. SCHEFFER, Hagerstown, Md. 

(1) The sum of the three squares 9, 16, 100 gives the cube number 125, 
hence 9n6 +16n0 +- 100n-125n6=(5n2)3, where n=any integer. There are 
doubtless other sets of numbers satisfying this condition. 

(2) Since the sum of the cubes of three Pythagorean numbers is a square, 
one set of numbers satisfying this condition is: 27 x 66n3, 64 x 66n-3, 125 x 
66n-3, whose sum =66nf. 

II. Remark by the PROPOSER. 

(1) Since 52+62+82=53, the numbers 5n, 6n, 8n, n=integer, satisfy the 
required condition. 

(2) Since 13 +23+33=62 the numbers t3, 8n3, 27n3, n=integer, satisfy 
the required condition. 

Also solved by G. B. M. Zerr, and A. H. Holmes. 

125. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Reading, Pa. 

What values of x will make B (x 7) (x+5) represent square numbers? 
(x-7) (x-5) 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERE. 

E (x+7) (x$+5) (1+7/x)(1+5/x) 
(x-7) (x-5) (1-7/x)(1-5/1x) 

Hence, two values of x which satisfy the required condition are 0, o. 
Also solved by J. Scheffer, and the Proposer. 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

158. Proposed by F. P. MATZ. Sc. D., Ph. D., Reading, Pa. 

In a given square an arc is described at random the center being one of 
the vertices of the square. What is the probability that this arc is longer than 
a side of the square? 

Solution by B. F. FINKEL, A. M., Professor of Mathematics and Physics, Drury College, Springfield, Mo. 

Let ABOD be the square; A the vertex from which the random arc is 
drawn; and EIl and HKG arcs whose lengths are equal to a, the length of a 
side of the square. Then if the random are falls between the arcs SIF and HKG 
its length will exceed the length of a side of the square. 
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Since no law of distribution of the events is given, we will assume that the 
intersections of the arcs with the line AC are uniformly distributed on AC. 

Hence, if the random are intersects AC between 
I and K its length will exceed a, the length of a side of 
the square. 

Hence, the required probability is 

IK AK-Al 

But, since EIF=17r.AI a, AI=2a/., and like- 
wise, AK=a/O, where O= L HAG. 

* (a/0-2a/nr) 1 I/ 2 
P )=( - , where 0 may be found by the method 

of Double Position from the equation, cos(i7r -o)-O. 

For cos ( - A and O.AG=HKG-a. 

Hence, a and therefore cos( 7 - 2 ) 

Solving this equation we find O=.95266 radians. 
1 -.,// 

2=.2920-j. P .95266-V-2 -7 

Also solved by F. P. Matz who distributes the events In proportion to the area between 
the limiting arcs and the area of the square; G. B. M. Zerr, who gets as a result by using the calculus, 
.0734; and Henry Heaton, who flnds the mean lengths of the arcs. 

159. Proposed by J. E. SANDERS, Hackney, Ohio. 

A box contains n tickets numbered from 1 to n. How many diaws, on the 
average, will it take to draw all the numbers, each ticket being replaced before 
drawing again? What is the numerical result for n=2 and n-_=6? 

Solution by W. W. LANDIS, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. 

The chance of drawing any particular number at least once in p drawings is 

1-(1 -?). 
n 

The chance that all will be drawn in p drawings (p being, of course>n) is 

which by the conditions of the problem must equial i. Solving this equation 
for p, 
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